
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

LOOK OUT FOR LOAD LOCKS 

All jobs contain some task that is irritating.  For truck drivers that may be load securement.  It can be 

hard work (physically challenging).  It can be hot work (the temperature inside of dry van trailers in the 

summertime can easily exceed 100 degrees).  And it can be dangerous work (drivers are cut or impacted 

by load locks).  As bad luck would have it, all three of these conditions were present last summer when 

Adam got hurt. 

For several years Adam had been pulling flats, but his company reduced the fleet due to the economy 

and they eliminated the flatbed division.  So Adam became a box hauler.  Because he was a tenured and 

experienced driver Adam did not receive any training unique to load securement in van trailers.  Instead, 

he was dispatched and trusted to continue performing as well as he had in the past.  His first dry van 

load turned out to be harmful to his health.  Adam sustained two injuries inside his trailer and both were 

caused by load locks.  Adam released the top bar first and without thinking set it on top of the load. 

Then he struggled to release the lower bar.  It seemed to have pressure on it so he pulled hard on the 

sleeve.  When it released it pinched his right index finger, almost slicing it in two. He then rose up 

quickly and hit his head on the other load lock, lacerating his forehead.    

REAL LIFE LESSON 

There are several actions that a driver can take to prevent injury from load locks.  Review the list below 

to check your level of awareness. 

1) To avoid pinching/lacerating your fingers or hand when you release the ear or sleeve of the load 

lock, take a second to remind yourself that there may be pressure on the lock.  Where is your 

hand and which direction is the sleeve going to move when you release it?  Don’t put your hand 

in harm’s way.  It’s like being on the wrong end of a gun when you pull the trigger. 

2) If the load appears to have shifted and the load locks are bowed, then consider the braking 

method.  Get back in the truck cab and move the trailer forward a few inches and then quickly 

apply the brakes.  This may prove successful in shifting the load off the load locks. 

3) Remember that load locks placed up high in the trailer may fall when they are released.  Your 

head is the likely target. 

4) The final option is to just not use them.  Just teasing.  The shipper, receiver, fleet manager and 

DOT officer would not approve of this choice. 


